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ABSTRACT

The decay of the electron capture isotope

has

been investigated by Nal scintillation spectrometers*

Both

single channel and gamma-gamma coincidence spectra have been
obtained*
60,
620,

90,

123.8,

705,

Cork et.
215.8,

Sixteen gamma-rays were observed having energies

824,
al.^

373*5,

160,

215.8,

240,

918,

1039 kev.

250, 373.5, 405, 497.5,

588,

The energies determined by

for the four prominent gamma-rays

(123*8,

and 497.5 kev) were used for calibration.

Internal conversion coefficients from magnetic spectrometer
measurements*,

relative gamma-ray intensities determined by

using a 3" Nal

crystal,

and coincidence measurements were

combined to produce an improved decay scheme.

* Leon S. August,

private

communication

CHAPTER I
Introduction and Summary of Previous Work on Ba

151

Artificially produced, radioactive Ba 131 decays, with
approximately a 12 day half life, by electron capture to Cs^^".
This paper is a report of the work done in an effort to establish
an acceptable decay scheme for the gamma-ray transitions occurring
in the Cs 131 .

There have been numerous reports of similar studies

in the literature*

1-1*4-

Agreement has been reached on the existance

of only the 5 or 6 more prominent gamma-rays and only two p e o p l e ^ ’
have been able to propose actual decay schemes*

Cork's decay scheme

is incompatible with several of the most reliable measurements made
in this laboratory*

The work by Weidenbeck is in essential agree

ment with this paper but is very incomplete.
This work has used both scintillation techniques and the
results from magnetic spectrometer measurements made in this
laboratory by Leon S. August.*

The scintillation spectrometer gave

information both by analysis of the pulse spectrum from one detector
and by coincidence measurements with two detectors.

The multi

polarity of the radiation as determined from the magnetic
spectrometer measurements,

coupled with an acceptable decay scheme

•private communication.

1

2

has allowed the prediction of spins and parities for several of
the energy levels.

An independent check on spin assignments was

attempted by angular correlation measurements of three gamma-gamma
cascades but no positive information was obtained.
Comparison to any nuclear model has been difficult since the
atomic mass of Cs

131

lies between values to which the shell model

and the Bohr-Mottleson unified model can be applied with any great
success•
The earliest studies of Ba^"^ were done by Kurbatov^- and
Katcoff

2

using absorption techniques.

With the use of A1 and Pb

absorbers both found gamma-rays at 500 kev, approximately 220 kev
and slightly higher than 1 Mev.
this type experiment,

Considering the limitations of

these results are as good as could be expected*

Kurbatov also made cloud-chamber observations of the emitted
particles and for emergies of more than 100 kev no positrons could
be found.

At about this same time, Finkle^ also reported negative

results for the detection of positrons.

This examination consisted

of a magnetic deflection of the particles and their detection in a
Geiger-Mueller counter.

His experiments were preliminary and should

by no means be considered conclusive.
In a later series of three articles by Kurbatov

459

, reports

were made on the investigation of the B a ^ ^ spectra using two
permanent magnet spectographs, a solenoidal beta-spectrometer,
and a thin lens gamma-spectrometer using lead and uranium radiators.
Their resolutions were given as 1%, 1.5%» and 2.5% respectively.
All these instruments gave good agreement in their findings of
gamma-rays at 122, 21^, 2^1, 370, and ^9^ kev.

Three lower energy

3

65 , and 108 kev were obs erved only by co nver sio n

gamma- ra ys at

electrons in the solenoi dal spe ctrometer*
of Ba

131

The low specific acti vit y

was a li mi ting factor for this type

p ar ti cular

of equipment,

in

for det ec ti ng the low i n t e n s i t y gamma-r ays of energy

higher than that
Before

of the

the last

bo th Mi t c h e l l e t • al.
this isotope.

kev gamma-ray.

of the three above m e n t i o n e d papers appeared,

8 and K on d a i a h 6 rep orte d on their wor k with

Mitchell,

usi ng a lead radiator,

agreed clo sel y

with the wor k of Kur ba tov except that three lower energy gamma-rays
were not seen.

A g am ma -ray at 196 kev was added also.

Kondaiah,

u si n g a ^ * 5 % electron sp ectro me te r found gamma-rays in essential
agreement with Mi tche ll.

The exact

findings of both of these

i n v e st ig at ions

can be found in the complete summary of all works

give n in Table

I.

Kon da ia h also st ud ie d both ele ct ro n- elect ro n

and g a m m a - ga mm a coincidences.
122,

373»

He found coi ncidences bet ween the

and 206 kev gamma-r ays and also between the *+9*+ and

206 kev gamma-rays.

These coincidence

results are in disagreement

with all later work.
One of the most

detailed studies using a phot ogr aphic magnetic

s p e c t ro me ter was done by Cor k et. a l . ^ .

This

revealed the largest

found to that date and

number of gamma-rays

the results can be seen in Table I.

in ve stig ati on

The instrument

resolut ion was

the order of one percent and the energy me as ur emen ts shou ld be
reliable.

A decay scheme was propos ed str ict ly on the basis of

mat c h i n g ga mm a - r a y energies and is found to disagree se ri o u s l y with
that p re se nted here.
details.

A double

The reader is referred to their paper

for the

focusing sp ectr om et er search for pos itr on s gave

TABLE I
Resume of Gamma-rays in the Ba

131

Decay
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negative results.

Similarly,

using a scintillation spectrometer,

no evidence was found to indicate the existance of gamma-rays at
820 and 1020 kev.

Presumably,

brought about this

latter failure.

The

the low intens ity source must have

first complete investigation using scintillation

spectrometers was done by Payne and G o o d r i c h ^

at this laboratory.

The results obtained were in agreement as to the five more prominent
gamma-rays.

Two weak gamma-rays were also found

at 900 kev and

1.02 Mev but it was not yet possible to state certainly whether
not they were due to the B a ^ ^

or impurities.

or

Coincidence meas ure 

ments showed the 123 and 497 kev gamma-rays to be in cascade.
Further coincidence measurements were made by '.Veidenbeck e t .
al.^

using the summing technique in which the source was placed in

the center of a drilled Nal(Tl)

crystal.

lor several reasons,

the gross structure of the decay could be observed.

only

The rather poor

resolution of the scintillation spectrometer failed to bring out
the fine structure present,
not known

and the fact that the efficiency was

for the drilled crystal made any good numerical estimate

of the peak intensity shifts impossible.

Also,

the partial absr rp-

tion of the Cs 131 x-rays before entering the crystal to sum with
the gamma-rays resulted in double peaks for each gamma-ray, again
mak ing calculations difficult.
the 123-^96 pair.

The only coincidence observed was

This gave fairly strong evidence that the

620 kev gamma-ray was the crossover for these two.

No coincidences

were observed with either the 215 or the 373 kev gamma-rays.

The

fact that both the 215 and 373 kev gamma-rays summed with the
x — ray lead them to rule out

the possibility that

they may be

in

cascade

had energy

through a metastable
levels

Th e l a t e s t
scintillation

state#

2 1 5 , 373,

of 123,

w o r k is that

techniques.

The p r o p o s e d

a n d 6 2 0 kev.

done by F i n k l e

A pulse

et#

s p e c t r u m wa s

13
al.
using
o b t a i n e d and

c a r e f u l l y a n a l y z e d by c o n s t r u c t i n g G a u s s i a n p e a k s
shelves

for e a c h

original
wa s

curve.

definitely

of the g a m m a — rays
The

existance

s h o w n an d

14

Gupta

1, 0 3

The p e a k at 49 7 k e v was

Me v.

of u n k n o w n
they
rays,

e n er gy .

observed
but

and J h a

the e n e r g i e s

the

failed

have

By m o v i n g
coincidence

to det ec t

91 7 k e v g a m m a - r a y .

the

al so

the

then

and C o m p t o n

and sub tr ac ti ng them

of t h ree

1 0 3 2 kev.

decay scheme

from the

high energy gamma-rays

f o u n d to be 8 2 3 , 9 1 7 , an d
r e p o r t e d the g a m m a - r a y

c o n s i d e r e d to
source

closer

s u m m i n g of the

contain
to

the

at

a satelite

cr y s t a l ,

123 an d 4 9 7 k e v

gamma-

123 k e v g a m m a - r a y s s u m m i n g w i t h the

CHAPTER II
Experimental Apparatus

The detection apparatus used in this work consisted of two
complete scintillation spectrometers fed into a triple coincidence
circuit.

The general arrangement of this equipment is shown in the

block diagram in Fig. 1.
The photomultiplier tubes, with attached crystals, were
mounted in a horizontal position for the majority of the measure
ments.

One was held at a fixed angle and the other movable in a

circular arc with the radioactive source as its center.

Both could

be moved nearer to or further from the source along a radius of
this arc.

For coincidence measurements,

the detectors were separat

ed by 90° or less, with a shield between them to prevent direct
gamma-ray scattering from one crystal to the other.

The shield

consisted of 3/32 of an inch of lead covered with 0.005 inches of
Mo and 0.010 inches of Sn to supress the Pb and Mo x-rays respec
tively.
The scintillation crystals used were thallium activated
sodium iodide.

Two sizes were used.

intensity gamma-rays,

For the study of the high

all of which are below 620 kev in energy,

the crystals used were cylinders 1 inch long by 1# inches in
diameter.

They were packed by the Harshaw Chemical Company.

7
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analyzer
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coincidence
circuit

0 = * , •Source
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FIGURE 1

DIAGRAM OF DETECTION EQUIPMENT
Os

For the low i n te ns it y gam ma -r ays above 620 kev in energy,

the

crystal used was a 3 by 3 inch cyl i nd er p a c k e d in a 3 mil
a l u m i n u m can at this laboratory*

This was pl ac e d in a vertical

p o s i t i o n to s i m p l i f y the m o u n t i n g problem.
the crystals was
ray from Cs

137

•

The re sol u t i o n of all

of the order of 9 to 1 0 % for the 661.6 ke v gammaThe crystals were cov ere d with 10 mils of tin to

reduce the i n te ns it y of the x-rays and the conver si on electrons.
The 1 by 1 # inch crystals were m o un te d on Mo d e l 6292 Dumont
photomultiplier

tubes,

the 3 inch crystal requir ed Model 6363 .

The former were enclose d in mu met al shields

to min imiz e gain

changes when the orie nt atio n of the tube was cha n ge d with respect
to the earth's magnet ic

field.

The ampl if ic at ion of the tubes

depends s trongl y on the voltage between the dynodes,
g e n e r a l l y of the order of 10

6

9
to 10 .

The voltage sup plied to the

below 85 O volts to prevent

tubes was kept

from ar i s i n g in the last
be well r eg ul ated since

but it is

dynode stages*
any p e r c e n t a g e

any space charge effects
This power supply had to

change in its voltage would

be m u l t i p l i e d by a factor of from 6 to 9 at the output
photomultiplier.

of the

This voltage was mo ni t o r e d by a p o t e n t i o m e t e r

circuit a nd showed a st ab i l i t y well within 0*1%.
Pulses

from the ph o t o - t u b e s

a gain of about
the

Th ey were built

in this l ab or ator y after

design of J o rda n and Bell of Oak Ridge Natio na l Laboratory*

These in turn
the

20.

are fed into p r e a m p l i f i e r s with

fed to wide band,

linear amp li fi ers evo lv ed from

original Oak Ridge A-l circuit and built by Atomic Instrument

Company.

In place of the 2.0 megacycl e ban dwi dt h input,

a pulse

s h api ng circuit was adde d whic h incl uded a 0.5 mi c r o s e c o n d length

IQ

of RG 65/U delay line.

This change allowed the higher counting

rates possible with scintillation spectrometry.

The high level

output of these amplifiers is then fed to a differential pulse
height analyzer built after the design of Francis and Bell,
The coincidence circuit can be considered as two different
units.

One of these is a fast double coincidence circuit having

a resolving time of 0,16 microseconds.

.Vith a time resolution of

this order, it was necessary to feed pulses which were of uniform
height and had not been spread excessively by electronics.

Both

of these restrictions were met by feeding directly from the
discriminator output of the amplifiers.

Even in this case, if

pulses of different height were truly in coincidence,

they would

not arrive at the coincidence circuit simultaneously.

This occurred

because the larger pulse rose to a value high enough to trigger the
discriminator circuit much sooner than the small pulse.
this,

To remedy

the output of the appropriate discriminator was fed through

a delay line of appropriate length to make the pulses again
coincident •
In order to make the coincidence circuit energy dependent,
the output of the pulse height analyzers was fed along with the
output of the fast coincidence circuit into a slow,

2 microsecond

triple coincidence circuit in which the pulse spread caused by the
additional electronics was of no consequence.

The output then

gave pulses selected both as to energy and fast coincidence of
the input pulses.
The resolving time of the coincidence circuit was determined
by two methods.

It was determined analytic lly from the expression

11

Cr = 2tN xN 2
where C

r

(1)

is the random coincidence rate
and

^re the two single channel counting rates

t is the resolving time*
To obtain C^,

it is necessa ry either to use a source emitting

a single gamma-ray so that there are no true coincidences,

or

to introduce enough delay in one of the pulses so that no true
coincident pulses

are counted.

accura tel y known,

this equation also becomes

determining what

Once the resolving time is
a great asset in

fraction of a coincidence peak is due to random

processes.
The other method requires that a coincidence peak be obtained,
then delay line both added and subtracted till the coincidence
counting rate drops to half on either side of the peak counting
rate.

This max imum change in delay line then gives twice the

resolving time of
The pulses

the circuit.

Both methods

from the coincidence circuit

two scale of 6*+ scalers in series
scalers were

agreed within $%•
were then fed to

for counting purposes.

controlled by an automatic timer.

These

This timer turned

the scalers on, and after a predetermined number of counts were
obtained,

received a signal

elapsed counting time.

from the last scaler and stamped the

During this stamping,

it closed the

reset contact on the scalers which both cleared them of counts
and allowed no further counts to be recorded during this time.
The

timer also actuated a gear mechanism which turned by a fixed

amount the helipot which varied the energy selection on a pulse
height analyzer.

12

The Ba^'3 '*' was obt ained by the bombardment

of B a ^ 3^ with

thermal neu tr on s g i ving rise to the fo ll owin g reaction:
B a 1 3 1 (n, V

) B a 151

The Ba was in the form of either BaC NO ^) ^ or BaCl^ in HC1
solution.

Two isotopic

con ce ntration s were used.

One was the

na t u r a l occu r r i n g Ba and the other was s p e c t © g r a p h i c a l l y enr iched
in the 1350 mass n u mber at the Oak Ridge Nat io na l Lab ora to ry *

The

percen ta ge ab unda nce

of each iso tope for the two co ncent ra ti on s

can be seen in Table

II.

The kn ow n reactio ns

from the thermal n e u t r o n bom ba rdmen t

of

the other stable isotopes of Ba are a^ follows:
B a 132

( n tV* ) B a 133

10 y half life

B a 13** ( n , Y ) B a 1 3 5 *
B a 136

(n,Y* ) Ba1 3 7 *

B a 138

( n , V ) B a 139

It is read il y seen that
and Ba

139

have short

28.7 h half life
2.63 m
84.

m

13 3

half life

the two isomeric states in Ba^-33 and Ba^"37

enough half lives

after the end of the bombardment,
Ba

half life

so that in

several days

they are of no concern.

is of pa rtic u l a r concern in the u n e n r i c h e d barium.

work in the low intensi ty region was limite d to about
Co n t a m i n a n t s

The
h'xth it,

six weeks.

other than bari u m are also listed in Table II.

C o n s i d e r a t i o n of their abundance and neut ro n cross s e ct ions show
th em to be of no concern.

This is in agreement wit h the

that none were obs erve d experimentally.

fact

13

TABL E II
Isotopic and Spect o g r a p h i c Analysis

of Ba

as D e t e r m i n e d by Oak Ridge Na t i o n a l L a b o r a t o r y

Isotopic Analysis

S p e c t o g r a p h i c Ana lys is

atomic percent
Ba

130
132

enrich ed
27.50
.701

normal

percent

.1

Ca

.08

.097

Fe

.0*+

13*+

3.57

2.1+2

Kg

.0^+

135

6.22

6.59

Na

.02

136

7.37

7.81

Sr

.1

137

7.38

11.32

138

*+7-30

71.66

CHAPTER III
Experimental Results and Conclusions

The energies and relative intensities of the existing gammarays were determined using the scintillation spectrometer equipped
with a three inch crystal.

Three gain settings were used in order

better to resolve various energy regions.
can be seen in Figures 2, 3i and ^f.

The spectra obtained

All curves shown are corrected

for background and absorption in the tin and aluminum over the
crystal.

In the case of the high energy curve* it was also

necessary to correct for decay over the period of many hours
required to obtain the data.
The pulse height spectrum was analyzed using the peak
stripping method.

This analysis proceeded as follows.

The highest

energy photo peak was fitted by a Gaussian curve of the form
2 2
y = exp(-a x ).

The total number of gamma-rays which made pulses

falling in this peak was obtained from the area of the Gaussian.
P. R. Bell* has collected experimental data on the intrinsic peak
efficiency o: this size crystal.

This efficiency is defined as

the ratio of the number of gamma-rays of a given energy detected
in the peak to the total number of these gamma-rays hitting the
crystal.

'Then by using Bell's value for the ratio of the total

number of gamma-rays detected to the number hitting the crystal,
it was possible by subtraction to find the area of the remainder
* private communication

1*+
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as the detector. All energies are in kev.
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A

3" Nal crystal was

used as a detector. Photopeaks obtained from peak stripping are shown.
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DATA
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P hot opeaks obtained

from p e a k st ri p p i n g are shown.
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of the pulse distribution of this gamma-ray.

This remainder

is, with the exception of backscatter, a plateau of pulses arising
from gamma-rays experiencing Compton scattering in the crystal.
This plateau extends from zero energy up to the maximum energy
a given gamma-ray can lose in a Compton process.

This energy of

the so-called Compton edge can be obtained from
E

=

E______________

06
1 +

(2 )

2
m c
---------2E

where E = gamma-ray energy
m = rest mass of the electron
o
This plateau was then added to the curve following closely the
shape of single gamma-ray spectra of approximately this energy.
The Gaussian peak and the plateau were then subtracted from the
spectrum.
This same process was applied to the next peak which remained
after subtraction,
was analyzed.

and in a similar manner,

the entire spectrum

The widths of the Gaussian curves used were chosen

to follow the rule that the half widths are proportional to the
square root of the gamma-ray energy.
very good fit in all but tv.o cases.
best

This was found to give a
Here curves were drawn which

fitted the data after subtraction.
Energy values of the 12f.8,

215*8* 573*5* and ^97*5 kev

gamma-rays as determined by Cork were used for calibration of the
pulse height scale.

This was used in turn to determine the energies

of all other gamma-rays in the final spectrum with the exception
of the three highest.

In order to eliminate possible error due

19

to non-l in ear ity of the electronics in this range,

comparison

was made with the well known 1114 kev gamma— ray from the Zn
decay.

With this as a one point

increment

of 100 kev /80 p.h.d.

calibration and using an

the three gamma-rays were given

the values 1039 and 918 and 824 kev.
first

two is 121 kev.

65

The difference between the

All gamma-ray energies are listed in

Table 1, which gives the complete resume of the findings of other
workers.
The relative intensities

of the gamma-rays were determined

directly from the number of pulses in the photo peak and the
intrinsic peak efficiency mentioned earlier.

These values are

given in Table III along with other reported values.

It was found

that 2.9 parts of the intensity of the 620 kev gamma-ray are due
to coincident summing of the 123 and 497 kev gamma-rays.
At this point,

it might be well to indicate the advantages

and failures of applying the peak stripping to this spectrum.
Without this,

the 8l0 kev gamma-ray could not be distinguished

from the Compton edge of the 1039 kev gamma-ray.
405,

Also the 588,

and 160 kev gamma-rays would have been completely missed

due to their low intensity with respect to closely lying gammarays .
The method did fail to resolve any structure on the high
energy side of the 215 kev peak although the width of remaining
peak clearly indicated the presence of more than one gamma-ray.
Two gamma-rays w^ re then added which best
peak.

fitted the existing

The region near 700 kev was also poorly resolved,

again indicated the possibility of two gamma-rays.

but

However,

this

TABLE III
Relative Intensities of Gamma-Rays

from Ba 131

Relative Gamma-ray Intensities

Energy
in kev
Campbell

* 60

7.0

* 90

6.6

124

73.0

160

3.7

Kondaiah

125**

Canada
and
Mitchel l

Kurbatov

Payne
and
Goodrich

62.0

1.3

42.0

215.8

55.0

5.3

10.0

*** 240.0

10.3

1.4

4.0

250.0

10.6

373.5

36.2

25

12.0

7.0

24.0

405.0

3.4

497.5

100.0

100

100.0

100.0

100.0

588.0

3.56

620.0

6.36** . .

680.0 ?

8.8

750.0 ?

.83
.26

824.0

.77

918.0

1.89

2.7

1039.0

3.06

3.4

488.0 ( seen in coi ncidence cnly )
*

strong absorption makes intensities uncertain

**

includes conversion electrons

•**

stripped peaks are unresolved giving rise to unc ertainty
in intensities
2.9 parts of this are due to coincidence summing
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might be accounted for by one gamma-ray and broadening of the
peak, by coincidence and random summing.

The existance of one

gamma-ray is indicated from coincidence data mentioned later,
Fink

13

reported a broadening of the *+97 kev photo peak and

attributed it to an unresolved satellite.
showed no such broadening in these data.

Careful inspection
Analysis also failed

to resolve the 133 kev x-ray which has definitely been established
both in this laboratory*

and by C o r k ^ ,

Reported gamma-rays

below 90 kev were hard to determine due to the high intensity
x-rays.
With the gamma-ray spectrum established, it was then
necessary to fit these gamma-rays into a logical decay scheme.
Here,

coincidence measurements were used to determine which

gamma-rays were in cascade.

It might be added that this type of

data may also yield a clearly resolved coincidence peak in a region
where the single channel spectrum was unresolved.
The single channel spectra themselves gave a first indication
of possible coincidences.

The 123 and *+97 kev gamma-ray add up

numerically to give 620 kev and the photo peak of the 620 kev
gamma-ray was seen to vary in height according to source distance.
This gave a clear indication of coincidence summing.

The dif

ference of 122 kev between the 1039 and 917 kev gamma-ray gave
a strong indication that the 1039 kev gamma-ray was the cross over
for the other two.

These cases give a logical starting point for

the discussion of the coincidence data.
It should be noted that the order of discussion does not
follow the experimental order.

Experiments were arranged so that

* Leon August, private communication
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low intensity regions were studied with new, strong sources
while high intensities were studied when sources were several
half lives old*

Single curves often took several days to a week

to obtain, thus necessitating corrections for decay*
wise noted,

Unless other

the random summing at any peak was negligible*

was determined both experimentally and analytically*

This

By varying

the delay line from the amplifier to coincidence circuit, it was
possible to prevent true coincidences from being detected and
thereby recording only the random coincidences.

They were also

determined from the expression in equation Cl) on page 11.
With one channel fixed on the 123.8 kev gamma-ray, the entire
spectrum was covered with the other.

The results are shown on

three overlapping spectra in Fig. 5, 6, and ?.

Coincidence peaks

are clearly resolved at 90, 250, *+97, and 918 kev.

The latter two

are in agreement with assumptions made from the singles curves.
The region from 620 to 800 kev was examined several times, but
the coincidences are few in this region and no consistent structure
could be obtained.
The apparent coincidence peak at 123*8 kev was examined in
great detail in an attempt to determine whether it indicated two
unresolved gamma-rays in coincidence.
in both channels,

Using very narrow windows

the peak was repeatedly run to try to establish

a shift in the peak that might indicate the 135 kev gamma-ray
observed by Cork and by August*

When the electronics was

extremely stable, no shift was observed.

The peak was finally

explained quantitatively as a sum of random coincidences, with
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*+97.5 kev gamma-ray.

All energies are in kev.
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the 123 kev d ou b l i n g effect*
The doub li ng effect is e x pl ai ned in the f ol lowi ng manner*
With one channel

fixed on g amma -r ay s

coincidenc es wi ll
and those

from the 123*8 k e v transition,

occur bet we en pulses

from the coincident

from the 123 kev g am ma -r ay

*+97 kev g a m m a - r a y w h i c h expe nd only

1 2 3 .8 ke v in the se co n d channel as a result
On the other hand,

the first

of Co m p t o n processes*

channel also detects 123 ke v Comp ton

from the *+97 ke v g a m m a - r a y and gives

proc es s pulses

w i t h true 123 k e v gamma-rays in the second.
of dou bli ng the coincidence

coincidences

This has the effect

countin,; rate e x pe ct ed from the

C o mpt on plateau of the *+97 kev ga mm a - r a y at 123 kev*
A check was made to insure
coincidence

the 123 k e v - 9 1 7 kev

obs er ve d was a c tu al ly between the 917 and 123 kev

gamma-rays and not between those
done by se tt in g the
l o oki ng

that

of 917 and 133 kev*

fixed channel on the 917 ke v photo pea k and

lor a slight shift in the coi ncidence

None was

observed*

No curve is shown

The

peak at 123 kev.

for this.

A similar run was also made in regards
at 90 kev.

This was

to the coincidence

fixed channel was held on the lower edge

of the

90 kev photo pea k and the other channel varied over the 123 kev
peak.

Single

channel checks of this pea k both before,

and after the coi ncidence data were
that

taken,

there was n o drift of the spectrum.

m a t c h e d i d e n t i c a l l y with the 123 kev peak.

were made

during,

to insure

The co incidenc e s p ec trum
A small rise in the

v i c i n i t y of 160 k e v indicat es a p o s s i b i l i t y of it also be in g in
c oinc id en ce wi th the 90 kev gamma-ray.
The strong 123, *+97 kev coi ncidence led to an e xam ination
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of other possible coincidences with the 497 kev gamma-ray.
results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
gamma-ray being 1039 kev,

The

With the highest energy

a search in the region beyond 550 kev

was considered to be of little value.

There was no evidence for

coincidence of the 497 kev gam ma -ra y with the 90 kev gamma-ray,
nor with the 373 kev gamma-ray.
was significantly above randoms.

The coincidence peak at 215 kev
This was checked again with

the detectors at l 80 w and an extremely low random rate.

The

addition of 3/64 inch of lead did not reduce the peak and ther e
fore indicated that this was not due to a summing effect.
This last

fact leads to a discussion of the results obtained

when a channel was fixed on the 215 kev peak and the spectrum
examined.

The first results are shown in Fig. 9*

A significant

rise above randoms is observed at the 497 kev gamma-ray peak.
Also seen is an excellent

coincidence peak at 824 kev.

This is a

case where the coincidence spectrum more clearly resolves a gam maray than does the single channel analysis.
The two above mentioned results present a difficulty.

The

energies of the 215 kev and the 824 kev coincident gamma-rays add
to give 1039 kev,

meaning that the 1039 kev gamma-ray is a cross

over transition.

The high intensity of tne 215 kev gamma-ray

assures us that it follows the 824 kev gamma-ray.

A similar

argument with the 123 kev and 917 kev gamma-rays shows that the

123 kev gamma-ray follows the 917 kev gamma-ray and feeds the same
state

fed by the 215 kev gamma-ray.

Therefore,

the 497 kev gamma-

ray can not be in coincidence with both the 123 kev and 215 kev
gamma-rays.
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Figure 8. Gamma-ray coincidences with the ^+97.5 kev
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All energies are in kev.
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A further examination was made by fixing one channel on the

215 kev peak and moving the other channel over the *+97 kev region.
Three runs were made with checks of the single channel spectrum
between each run to assure that no drifts were present.

The

coincidence peak was observed to be approximately 10 kev lower
than the *+97 kev peak.

This would indicate a g am ma -r ay of

approximately *+87 kev which was completely hid in the single channel
spectrum.

This shifted peak can be seen in Figure 10.

Although the 215* *+87 kev coincidence appears to exist*

the

*+87 kev gamma-ray cannot be added to the decay scheme with certainty.
If it came directly to the 215 kev level,
level at 702 kev.
ray exists in
Figure 9

this would indicate a

This might be an indication that only one gamma-

the region between 680 kev and 750 kev.
also shows a curve obtained by fixing on the

peak and examining the 123 and 215 kev peaks.

82*+ kev

The strong coincidence

with the 123 kev peak indicates a transition between the 215 and 123
kev levels.
Before any additional coincidence data are discussed*

it will

be well to examine the decay scheme suggested by the data already
presented.

The 1039 kev gamma-ray is certainly the cross-over for

both the 123,

917 kev and the 215*

82*+ kev cascades.

The high

intensities assure us that the common state fed by both the 123
and 215 transitions Is the ground state.

The strong coincidence

of the 123 and *+97 kev gamma-rays implies that the *+97 kev gammaray feeds the

123kev directly with the 620 kev gamma-ray as the

cross-over to

the ground state.

me ric ally between

The 90 kev gamma-ray fits n u 

the 215 and 123 kev levels and satisfies two
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Figure 10. The 215*8 kev gamma-ray in coincidence with
a 488 kev gamxna-ray.
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other pieces of data.

It did not appear to be in cascade with

the 497 kev gamma-r ay and it fills the need of the transition
which allows the 824 kev gamm.- -ray to appear in coincidence with
both the 215 and 123 kev gamma-rays.
No mention has yet been made of the 573 kev gamma-ray.

Early

investigation led to the conclusion that no gamma-rays were in
coincidence with it to a measurable extent*
energy level feeding the ground state*

This meant a 373 kev

A later run while sitting

on the 373 kev peak showed coincidences clearly above random for
both the 215 and 250 kev gamma-rays*

See Figure 11.

A 24? kev

gamma-ray would fit well between the 620 kev and 373 kev level.
However,

the coincidence with the 215 kev gamma-ray was possible

only if one or the other of two conditions was met*

There could

either be two 215 kev gamma-rays or the 373 gamma-ray does not
the ground state directly*

Neither seemed acceptable on the grounds

of the relative intensity measurements.
date had poor statistics,

feed

Since runs at an earlier

the coincidence curve was again obtained

in the region of 373 kev with one channel

fixed on the 215 kev peak.

A coincidence peak was observed and indeed shifted higher than the
373 kev,

indicating instead a 215 - 405 kev gamma-ray coincidence*

This can be seen in Figure 12*

This is well suited to a transition

between the 620 kev level and the 215 kev level.
With the 373 kev level established,

the 250 kev coincidence

with the 123 kev gamma-ray can be explained by a transition from
the 373 kev level to the 123 kev level.

How then is the above

mentioned 373 kev - 250 kev coincidence peak accounted for?

One

possibility is that there exists a gamma-ray with an energy of
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2*4-7 k e v which feeds the 373 ke v level from the 620 level*
conclusive evi dence can be give n on this p o i n t , however,

No
and it

will have to be left as a conjecture.
Let us now return to the apparent 123 ke v - 160 kev coincidence.
A check was made to see if the 160 kev g am ma -r ay came

from a high

energy level by checking co inc ide nce wi th the *+97 kev.

Ear lie r

data in this regi on had been taken with p o o r sta tistics.
cle arly shows no evidence

for coincidence.

Figure 13

This region was observe d

whil e si t t i n g on the 215 and 250 kev peaks and the results shown
in Figure 12.
ray.

Because

A definite peak occurs only with the 215 kev gammaof the i n ab il ity to determine

the energy exactly,

it

will be stated only as a p o s s i b i l i t y that a 160 k e v g am ma -ray
transition exists between the 373 kev level and the 215 ke v level.
This gives rise

to coinci den ces with both the 215 and 123 hut not

the *+97 or 250 kev gamma-ray.
Co in c i d e n c e s
with the x-rays.
the same

out as far as the 620 kev pea k were
The 12*+, 216,

ratio as in the single

373,

between

d i s c r ep an cy is larger

The *+97 kev

The added coincidence

the *+97 kev g amm a- ra y and the K x-rays

convers ion should only account

errors.

and 620 kev peaks all kept

channel spectrum.

pe ak was raised by a factor of two.

observed

from the 12-3 kev

for a factor of about

than wou ld be expected

1.6.

This

from the exp erim en ta l

It then may serve as a possible ind ic at io n that the 123

kev level may feed the groun d state by some other highl y c o n v e r t 
ed gamma- ray .

This could not be caused by transitions

the 620 kev level since

down to

the 620 kev peak shows no relative

inc rea se in the x-ray co inc iden ce spectrum.
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It is rea dil y seen,

then,

that this decay scheme cannot be

considered complete.

Besides

there was no evidence

as to where to put

588 kev gamma-rays.

the u nc er ta in por ti ons of the scheme,
the 60,

133 , 2^+0, and

Figure 14 shows as much of the decay scheme

as can be deduced at present.
As further proof of the co rrectness
scheme,

it was po ssible to incorporate

of the pro p os ed decay

the me a s u r e d ga mma -r ay

intensit ie s in the decay scheme and check the internal consistancy.
The numb er of gamma-r ays
obt ained.

feeding and leaving each level were

In no case were there more arriving than leaving.

it was neces sar y to take into account
occurr in g by electron

conversion.

Here

the number of transitions

These

data were

obt ained

from

the mag neti c s p e c t romet er measure men ts made in this lab or a t o r y by
Leon S. August.
capture
these

Also

transitions

feeding various levels were

from the B a ^ ^ ,

transitions were

from a given level.
Figure

14.

The exact

the electron

The relative int en si ti es of

deteririned by the una cc ou nt ed

for transitions

The results are shown in the decay scheme in
agreement

in the case of the 123 kev level

can only be at tri buted to chance.

This could not be expected

the accuracy of the measurements.

In fact,

the x - r a y coincidences

with the 497 kev g a mm a- ra y s t ro ngly indicate some
from this level.

Any addi ti on al transitions

level would have been a cc ou nted
transitions

from

other t ran sition

from the 123 kev

for by add i ng additio nal K capture

to this level so that no real contra di ctio n can be

obtained on this point.
The number of electron capture tra nsitions ca lcul a t e d above
was

c he eked expe rime ntally.

The relative intensi tie s of the
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K x-rays was deterrlned in the usual manner.

For every one

hundred ^97-kev transitions there were 8l8+_ 10% K x-rays.
gave

This

the number of K x-rays emitted by K capture in both Ba1^

and

plus the number emitted by electron conversion.

fraction of these due to the Cs

131

The

decay was determined by

solution of the standard differential equations for the decay of
a mother and daughter.

The ratio of the Ba to Cs activity,

is given by

■r,
= ~

wh e r e ^ ^

a

and ^

found that

~2

'

1
"'i _ . U i - A ' ^

are the respective

the

(3)

decay constants.

It was

activity was 0*32 times that of the C s ^ ^ .

The fraction of the x-rays due to K conversions was determined
from the conversion coefficients calculated from the magnetic
spectrometer data.

Also included was a correction which accounted

for 12% of the transitions occurring by

capture.

This gave a

final value of 213 electron captures per one hundred *+97-kev
ga m m a — rays as compared to 226 captures as calculated from the
decay scheme.

These numbers are in good agreement

difference is even better

than one should expect

and the 6%

from the data.

One should have expected to find more K x-rays than were obtained
if there did exist

the highly converted transition from the

1?3 kev level as predicted from the x-ray coincidence data.
however,

This,

could have been masked by the great number of daughter

x-rays present at that

time.
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As a final quantitative check on the decay
possible to

calculate true coincidence rates in several of the

more clearly resolved cases.

N

1.2

scheme, it was

This is obtained from

= N f
T (transmission) (e ) (f )(p/t)
1 1,2 2
2 t 2 w
2

(4)

where
Nn
= observed coincidence rate between gamma-rays #1 and #2.
1.2
=
f.,
1 )C

number of gamma-rays #1 detected in channel number 1.

=the number of gamma-rays #2 associated with

each gamma-

ray #1 (true coincidence rate).
= fraction of the solid angle subtended by the detector
of gamma-ray #2.
(transmission)

= fraction of gamma-rays ffZ transmitted through
absorbing material covering the detector.

(e ) = efficiency of detecting gamma-ray #2.
w

(p/t)

= ratio of gamma-rays ^2 in the photo peak to the total
number on gamma-rays #2 detected.

(f )
W

= fraction of gamma-rays #2 in the photo peak which
actually fall within the window of the pulse height
analyzer•

The results are shown in Table 4 along with values that would
be expected from the proposed decay scheme.

The data for the

123 kev gamma-ray agrees as well as can be expected with the
calculations.

The results

for the 215 kev gamma-ray leave so me

thing to be desired except in the case of 824 kev gamma-ray
coincidences.

The poor agreement

of the 215 kev - 405 kev coin

cidence results is due in some extent to poor energy resolution

**1

TABLE IV
Coincidence Rates in the Decay of

Coincidence rate

Measured

Calculated

Measured

Calculated

gamma-ray

r
**97
250
90

.59
.6

.6
.6

.013
.8**

.017
.82

.58

.6

.07

.09

.56

.6

.097

.058

r
82**
*+05
160

f215,V"

f V' ,215
.75
.58
.2

See equation 2 for notation.

.83

.012

.015

.83

.0**

.076

.013

.061

•
00

918

f123,V

,123

*+2

rather than to a weakness in the decay scheme.

The 160 kev gamma-

ray results are poorer than can be expected and may indicate an
error in the location of this transition.
With the partial decay scheme thus established,
desirable

it was

to establish the spins and parities of as many levels

as possible.

An attempt at this was made using gamma-gamma

angular correlation measurements.

Such correlation between the

direction of emission of successive gamma-ray photons arises because
the direction of the first radiation is related to the orientation
of the angular momentum of the intermediate level.
time of the intermediate level is short
mome nt um orientation persists,

If the lif e

enough so that the angular

then the emission direction of the

second radiation will be related to it also, and hence
first radiation.

to the

The angular correlation can be expanded in terms

of even Legendre polynomials where the coefficients can be
explicitly written in terms c.f the spins of initial, intermediate
and final energy levels.

These

coefficients are well tabulated.

l6

The 497 , 12*+ kev cascade was studied earlier by Max Goodrich*
using E,

Klema's equipment

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The correlation was isotropic to less than 1%.

The work was then

continued at this laboratory with the examination of the 12*+, 918
kev cascade.

The low intensity of the 918 kev gamma-ray made

measurements of greater than 3% accuracy a formidible task,

Within

this limit and with measurements at 90 ° and l 80 “ , the radiation
was found to be isotropic.

The combination of both these results

led strongly to the assumption that

the lifetime of the 12*+ kev

level is not short enough for its angular mom entum to remain
* Max Goodrich,

private communication

*♦3

undist ur bed and thereby any angular dependence of the radiation
was destroyed*
was

Similarly the 216, 824 kev angular correlation

found to be isotropic within 3%.
These were the only 3 well resolved cascades and it was felt

that

further study in this direction should be abandoned*

no positive information gained by this technique,

With

spin assign

ments could be made only be reference to data from the magnetic
spectrometer measurements.
The ground state spin of

has been measured to be

5/2 + using the atomic beam and magnetic resonance method by
Bellamy and Smitta^.
1/2+* 17

The ground state of

is known to be

This would make electron capture between the ground

states a second order forbidden transition.
The 620 kev level receives over one-half of the electron
capture transitions from the Ba
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.

that this mu..t be an allowed transition.
selection rules,

.

.

, and this is a strong indication
Using Gamow-Teller

this would give a spin of 1/2 or 3/2 and a

positive parity for this level.

The magnetic spectrometer m e as ur e

ments summarized in Table 5 indicate the 497 kev transition to be
largely Ml.

This Ml transition to the 124 kev level indicates a

spin change of either 0 or +_ 1 depending on whether the change
is parity favored or unfavored,
there is no change in parity.

respectively.

In either case,

If the 620 kev level were 1/2+,

the

124 kev level would be either 1/2 + or 3/2 +, whereas if the 620
kev level were 3/2 + the 124 kev level could be 1/2 +, 3/2 +, or
5/2 +.

The 124 kev transition was

Ml and 65% E2.

found to be a mixture of 35%

This would ordinarily indicate a spin change of 2

TABLE V

Summary of Mult ip ola rity Predictions
From Magnetic Spectrometer Data

gamma-ray transition
123.8

multipole order
35% Ml

65% E2

373.5

E2

*+97.5

Ml

^5

in the transition to the 5/2+ ground state.
would then be 1/2 + or 9/2 +•
disregarded on the basis

The 12*+ ke v level

The 9/2 + possi bil ity can be

that it agrees with none of the above

predictions obtained from the *+97 kev transition data.

A spin

of 1/2 + agrees with either spin assignment of the 620 kev level
but this would make
transition.

electron capture to this level an allowed

.Although the uncertainties in gamma-ray intensities

woul d permit some electron capture transitions directly to the
12*+ kev level,

such transitions would be quite few in number and

a better solution should be sought.
Both Goldhaber and Sunyar

i8

and Bohr and Mot tleson

19

have

indicated that quite often the E2 transition is greatly enhanced
with respect to the Ml in a mixed transition.

If this is the case

here, we should look for spin changes in the 1^*+ kev transition
which would ordinarily indicate Ml predominance.
a spin change of 0 or +_ 1.

The +1 would make the 12*+ kev level

7/2 + and would disagree with all deductions
gamma-ray data.

This occurs with

The -1 would give a 5/2 +

from the *+97 kev
and again make electron

capture to the level an allowed transition*

Although this cannot

be ruled out with absolute certainty it would seem more desirable
to accept

the parity favored, no spin change transition giving the

12*+ kev level a spin of 5/2 +.

This would then imply 5/2 + for the

620 kev level.
The 575 kev gamma-ray is clearly E2.

This indicates a s p i n

change of + 2 in reaching the 5/2 + ground state.
electron captures indicate an allowed transition

Again the
to this level*

This establishes the 575 kev level as having a spin of 1/2 and

k6

and a positive parity.
The electron captures to the 1039 level are indicative of
a 1/2 + or 3/2 + level.

Other results from the magnetic spectrom

eter data are not conclusive enough to make further spin pred ic 
tions .
At this point
nuclear models.

it will be well to look at the predictions of

Consider

first the shell model.

The energy

levels are predicted by a modified three-dimensional isotropic
harmonic oscillator potential with the addition of spin-orbit
coupling.

The level scheme

for odd proton number is the same as

for odd neutron number up to N=50.
place.

Low neutron angular momenta are less disfavored than low

proton momenta.
2d^„,

5sl/2*

For protons

and lh H / 2 *

2d^y2 * and ^ 11/ 2 *

for C s F > F .

the spacing above 50 is I g ^ ^ i

For neutrons it; is 2d5/2»

l s 7/2*

2d^„,,
5s 1 / 2 ’

With 55 protons in Cs, one would expect a

ground state of l g ^ ^ *
but not

From there on changes take

'^his is true for

Cs^^,

and Cs^-^ ,

The spin of 5/2 can be accounted for if only

^ protons are placed in the l g ^ ^
in the higher level of 2d ^^ 2 .

level and the fifth is placed

The 5/2 spin of the first excited

state at 12^ kev could be accounted for raising one of the four
protons in the 7/2 level to the 5/2 level.

The next

two levels

of 3/2 and 1/2 would fit in with the 216 and 373 kev energy levels
respectively.

There is no experimental evidence

for the spin of

the 216 kev level other than the strong electron capture to it
indicating an allowed transition.

This would point

to either

1/2 or 3/2 for the level*
The Cs nucleus appears to be too light

to compare with the

k7

unified model of Bohr and Kottelson,

Here the nucleus is described

in terms of a coupled system of particle and collective degrees of
freedom.
is

In an odd-A or an odd-odd nucleus the rotational spectrum

;iven with
1 = 1 o, 1 o + 1, I o + 2 ,
where I

o

is the ground state spin,

No comparison at all can be made with experiment.
Any further work done with scintillation spectrometers on
the Ba^'^ decay scheme will be tedious and slow and the author
feels that any extensive work should be attempted only if a
20 channel analyzer or similar device is available to speed the
collection of data.
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